Instruction
Globally produced 90% of asphalt (approx. 100 million tons) is used to construct the asphalt pavements [1, 2] . Over 90% of roads and pavements are constructed from Asphalt in the Europe. It is a mixture of aggregates, which account for 91-97% of the total mix and a binder, commonly bitumen, which accounts of 3-9% of the total mix. Asphalt is not only used for construction of new road surfaces but also for maintenance and repair of roads [3] . Asphalt mixtures are the main construction materials of road engineering because of its road performance and durability. Researcher have found that pavement infrastructure plays an important role in the sustainability of urban systems [4, 5] , it can directly impact fuel consumption and vehicle emissions. This has been stated by researchers [5] that the pavement infrastructure is vital component of surface transportation. This has significant environmental impacts, making it important that pavement should exhibit high performance and durability. In the research of pavement performance, much attention has often been given to the life cycle assessment [4, 6, 7] ; construction control [8, 9, 10] ; gradation design [11, 12, 13, 14] and physical and chemical properties of asphalt and additive agents [15, 16, 17, 18] . However, the comprehensive research on the relationship of pavement performance characteristics is few. Hou et al. [19] evaluated the pavement performance through model analysis using predicted dynamic modulus. Authors found that the Witczak models are useful in estimating pavement performance associated with the CAM model. Dai [20] developed a micromechanical finite-element (FE) model to predict dynamic modulus (E) and phase angle (d) of asphalt mixtures. D. Nazzal et al. [21] studied the long-term field performance and life cycle costs of the pavements. Authors found that Thermal and fatigue cracking were the main distresses that developed in the pavement sections. Ayar et al. [22] has investigated the healing capability of asphalt pavements. Author emphasized to conduct a more in-depth investigation of the contribution of healing capability to asphalt pavement design. Several experimental and modeling studies on pavement performance characteristics [23, 24] have been reported. The pavement performance characteristics of asphalt mixture can be obtained by experiment but holistic pavement performance of asphalt mixture will not be possible. There will be no characteristics' model made for a comprehensive assessment. In the current research, a total of seven factors namely; (i) percentage of voids in aggregate (VV), (ii) percent voids in mineral aggregate (VMA), (iii) asphalt Saturation (VFA), (iv) Marshall Stability (MS), (v) Dynamic Stability (DS), (vi) Marshall residual stability ratio (MSR) (vii) and Freeze-thaw splitting strength ratio (TSR) have been assessed. In a total of twenty-seven samples of three asphalt mixtures SMA, ATB and AC have been used where SMA is stone mastic asphalt mixture, AC is asphalt concrete and ATB is asphalt treated base. ATB is a dense graded hot mix asphalt (HMA) having wide gradation band and lower asphalt content. In general ATB costs, less than typical HMA mixtures because the same can be produced with low cost aggregates and low percentage of asphalt binders.
With the factor analysis, one can explain roles of the seven different characteristics in pavement performance. This method provides the degree of characteristic with the factor score. Depending on the score, the relationships among characteristics have been established. Based on seven characteristics of three asphalt mixtures Factor analysis is also carried out. It has been found that three parameters namely high temperature stability, durability and shearing resistance plays major role in the pavement performance.
Materials and experiments

Theory of factor analysis
The quantitative analysis of the proposed research uses factor analysis and is partially based on the reasoning behind generating socio-geographical approach to scenarios analysis [25, 26] . Factor analysis is a multivariate statistical analysis method, which studies the relationship between the sample correlation matrix and the number of variables or samples that have a certain relationship to the less than the number of no-observable factors (also known as the main factor). It has been widely used in many fields e.g. geology, economics, sociology, archeology, biology, medicine, and sports science [27, 28, 29] . Fig. 1 shows process for analysis how factor analysis is carried out for the current study.
Process of analysis
Data standardization
In order to avoid the difference of the data dimension, the experimental data have been standardized before the factor analysis using the Z-score as following equation: 
where i ¼ 1; 2; Á Á Á ; n; j ¼ 1; 2; Á Á Á p, x ij is the raw data, ðx j ¼ 1 n P n i¼1 x ij is the average value of the j variable.
Mathematical model
The variables in use are listed in Table 1 . The numbers of variables are p, the sample size is n, where X is the data that have been standardized, such as the Eq. (2).
The average value of P (x ¼ ðx 1 ; x 2 ; Á Á Á ; x p Þ) is l ¼ ðl 1 ; l 2 ; Á Á Á ; l p Þ, the factor covariance matrix is R ¼ ðr ij Þ pÂp , the sample correlation coefficient matrix is R ¼ ðq ij Þ pÂp . The general model of factor analysis can be determined as following:
where f 1 ; f 2 ; Á Á Á ; f m are common factors. e i is the special factor of x i ði ¼ 1; 2; Á Á Á Á Á Á ; pÞ and it is an non-measurable component of hidden variables. a ij ði ¼ 1; 2; Á Á Á Á Á Á ; p; j ¼ 1; 2; Á Á Á Á Á Á ; mÞ is the load of variable x i in common factor f i , It reflects the importance of the common factor to the variable, and has played an important role in the interpretation of common factors. We can simplify the Eq. (3) into matrix Eq. (4).
where A ¼ ða ij Þ pÂm is the factor load matrix. f ¼ ðf 1 ; f 2 ; Á Á Á ; f m Þ0 is the common factor vector, e ¼ ðe 1 ; e 2 ; Á Á Á ; e p Þ 0 is the special factor vector [8] .
Factor rotation
The purpose of the establishment of the factor analysis model is to establish the relationship between the common factor and the real data. In that case, we need to study load of the various variables x 1 ; x 2 ; Á Á Á ; x p in each factor. The column factor is easy to explain when the absolute value of the elements in a column is less and the gap is large. Therefore, when it is difficult to establish the relationship between the factors and the data, the factor rotation is also required. The absolute value of the elements in the factor load matrix is 0 or 1 of the polarization, which can be used to reduce the difficulty on relationship analysis. Kaiser, 1958 [30] proposed method namely maximum variance rotation (Varimax) has been used in this paper [30] .
In the process of maximum variance rotation (factor rotation), set T mÂm as the orthogonal matrix, let B ¼
where B is the rotation factor load matrix, V j is the relative variance of the square of the elements of the j column, it measures the difference between the square values of the elements of the j column. The method of maximum variance rotation is to find the orthogonal matrix T to reach the maximum of
Factor score
There are two common factor score calculation methods that have been used in the literature [31 namely (i) the weighted least square method and (ii) the regression method. In this paper, we use the regression method as expressed by the following [31] :
is on the regression equation for y. It can be determined as the following:
The matrix expression can be written as Eq. (6) f ¼ by ð6Þ
where b ¼ ðb ij Þ mÂp and by the Eq. (7) as the following: Table 1 The variables in use.
Variables Definition X The original data of samples.
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Thus, A is:
where the b estimated valueb ¼ AR À1 . When substituted into Eq. (6), we can get the estimate equation of factor score as following:
We take xÂ and S as estimate of l, A and R. Then we put the observation data (x i ) of each sample into the Eq. (9) and get the corresponding factor score Eq. (10) as the following: [32] experiments used three kinds of asphalt mixtures with different gradation characteristics as the experimental materials namely ATB, AC and SMA, where ATB is, a dense graded asphalt stabilized macadam, AC is a dense graded asphalt concrete and SMA is the stone mastic asphalt. According to the orthogonal experimental method [33] , design experiment scheme should match the three characteristics of asphalt mixture. With the aperture of 4.75 mm diameter as the cut-off point of the coarse and fine aggregate, three sets of coarse aggregate ratio curves and three sets of fine aggregate ratio curves are listed in Table 2 .
Laboratory experiments
Experiment scheme
According to Standard Test Methods of Bitumen and Bituminous Mixtures for Highway Engineering of China
The three levels of coarse aggregate and fine aggregate are the three curve positions of grading curve in Standard Test Methods of Bitumen and Bituminous Mixtures for Highway Engineering of China [32] . There are upper line and lower line in the standard curve. In this paper, the middle-curve is the median line of grading curve range. The up-curve is the bisector between the upper line and median one of it. The down-curve is the bisector between the lower line and median one of it. The three levels of the asphalt aggregate ratio are 6.3%, 6.4% and 6.5%. The grading scheme is shown in Table 2 .
Asphalt mixture specimen is produced on the standard compaction method. The specimen's sizes and the corresponding experiments are listed in Table 3 .
According to the experimental arrangement in Table 3 , in accordance with the relevant standard procedure [32] , the experiment result is shown in Table 4 . In Table 4 , the first column VV (%) is the percentage of voids in aggregate. The value of AC3, AC6 and AC9 is relatively high. The value of rest is relatively average. VMA (%) is the percent voids in mineral aggregate. The value of AC3, AC6 and AC9 is close to the value of SMA materials. The VMA of rest AC materials are close to the value of ATB materials. VFA (%) is the asphalt saturation. The value of AC and ATB materials are between 55% and 74%, but VFA value of SMA materials are above 74%. MS is the Marshall stability. The value of SMA materials is obviously lower than that of AC and ATB materials. And the performance of ATB materials is more stable than that of the others. The Dynamic stability (DS) values of ATB materials are lower than those of the others. The fluctuation of DS in AC and SMA is great. MSR is the Marshall residual stability ratio. TSR is the freeze-thaw splitting strength ratio. There are no significant differences in MSR and TSR. That means the levels of ATB, AC and SMA materials are similar to each other for the index of MSR and TSR.
Factor loadings
The number of factors is obtained by trial from large to small and is starting from 4. However, no solutions have been found for factor contribution rate 4. Then try to number 3, and get the solution on contribution rate 3. During the calculation, the maximum variance rotation method is used to carry on the factor rotation. The factor loading results are shown in Table 5 .
Where VV is the percentage of voids in aggregate, VMA is the percent voids in mineral aggregate, VFA is asphalt saturation, MS is Marshall Stability, DS is dynamic stability, MSR is the Marshall residual stability ratio, TSR is the freeze-thaw splitting strength ratio. In Table 2 , it can be seen that, the contribution of each factors is 33.01%, 25.84% and 17.71%, the cumulative contribution rate is 76.55%. That means the three factors reflect the pavement performance characteristics of asphalt mixture. In Table 5 , MS and VMA have larger factor loadings in the first common factor. In a certain extent, it is match with the Marshall Stability and mixture gradation relationship theory, ''No matter what level the coarse aggregate structure is, the fine aggregate structure has a significant influence on the stability of asphalt mixture Marshall" [34, 35] .
That is to say, the first common factor reflects the high temperature stability of asphalt mixture. In the second common factor variables, VV and VFA have greater loading values, and have inverse relation between them. With the increase in VV, the asphalt saturation decreased, the water absorption rate increased, and the mechanical properties (modulus, splitting strength and shear strength) of the asphalt mixture decreased [36] . The second factor can be defined as asphalt mixture shear resistance factor. In the column of third common factor, the contribution rate of DS, MSR and TSR is ten to twenty times to the other indicators. That reflects the durability of asphalt mixture [37, 38, 39] . Thus, the third common factor can be defined as the durability factor.
The maximum likelihood estimate of specific variance
The maximum likelihood estimate of the special variance has been obtained using the principal factor method as shown in Table 6 .
When the special variance is greater or equal to 1, there will be Heywood Phenomenon. That means there are problems in the factor analysis and the number of factors is not applicable to this model. [40] The special variance estimation value in Table 6 shows that, each variable has smaller special variance, there is no Heywood Phenomenon. That indicates the model with three-factors has a good fitting effect.
The factor scores
According to the three factor model, the factor scores were calculated, and formed into matrix. The scores are shown in Table 7 .
Characteristics' distribution model of pavement performance
Scatter diagram of factor scores
The three factors are used as the three axes to establish three-dimensional space. According to the factor score, the scattered points are drawn in the three-dimensional space. In the Fig. 2 , based on the performance characteristics of the road (three axes), the three kinds of asphalt mixture pavement performance factor score in the threedimensional graphics form three relatively independent scattered point distribution groups. These three distribution groups reflect a distinct, unique way with performance characteristics. It is closely related to the performance of the road, the composition of the mixture, the performance of the mixture, and the related indexes are closely related, and different gradation characteristics and physical properties show different road performance characteristics. In order to facilitate observation and analysis, the threedimensional scattered point distribution map from the three-axial direction, as shown in Figs. 3-5. 
Partition plane for distributed region
The factor scores of three kinds of pavement performance can be clearly divided by the partition plane. The intersection points of the different asphalt pavement performances are represented by the intersection of the divisional plane and axes.
The dividing plane is shown in Fig. 6 . That shows the scattered points of AC, ATB and SMA characteristic are gathered in own regions. The fitting equation of the dividing plane is the formula (Eq. 11), (Eq. 12). The X-axis represents the high temperature stability, the Y-axis represents the shear resistance, and the Z-axis represents the durability.
The factor score distribution area can be completely separated by two orthogonal partition planes, which means that the different mix ratios of asphalt mixture can be distinguished by factor analysis. At the same time, the plane equation of two orthogonal split planes can be established, which shows the proportional relationship in the various performances' indexes. Fig. 6 and Eq. (11) show that the dividing plane-1 is parallel to the axis Y, and splitting the factor score of ATB from other two asphalt mixtures. That reflects ATB asphalt performance is different from other two kinds of asphalt mixtures in durability and high temperature stability. But there is no significant difference in shear resistance. The characteristics of the ATB asphalt mixture can be observed clearly in Fig. 3 . At the same time, it can be seen that the AC asphalt mixture is more prominent in the durability, while the SMA asphalt mixture shows more superior performance of high temperature stability. ATB asphalt mixture is not outstanding in high temperature stability and durability. Fig. 6 and Eq. (12) show that the split plane-2 is parallel to the axis Z, and splitting the factor score of SMA from other two. That reflects SMA asphalt performance is different from other two in high temperature stability and share resistance. But there is no significant difference in durability. It can be seen clearly in Fig. 4 . At the same time, SMA showed excellent high temperature stability, but the shear resistance of ATB asphalt mixture, AC seems to have a good performance in the shear resistance and high temperature stability, but the overall distribution is more dispersed, the performance is not stable and not prominent.
Characteristic index analysis
In Fig. 5 , the characteristics of the asphalt mixture are not significant, and the distribution of the sample points is relatively dispersed, and there are no significant distribution characteristics. That shows the relationship of shear resistance and durability is not obvious.
Factor score distribution surface fitting
Green spline interpolation of the factor score
Because of the limited number of samples, the simplicity of the surface fitting can produce large errors, which is not conducive to building data model and surface fitting, as shown in Fig. 7 . Therefore, in order to improve the data density, the approximate distribution of the finite scattered point data is estimated by the interpolation method.
In this paper, we use the interpolation algorithm of the three-dimensional double harmonic Green function. The interpolation surface is a linear combination of the Green's function in the center of the sample distribution. By adjusting the weight of each point to optimize the surface to achieve the purpose of the distribution points through the sample [41, 42] . The performance factor score 3D interpolation surfaces of AC, ATB and SMA are shown in Figs. 8-10.
Fitting of the factor score interpolation surface
By the method of least squares, the ATB, SMA and AC asphalt pavement performance factor scores interpolation 
The fitting surface of ATB asphalt mixture is shown in Fig. 12 , and the fitting equation is shown in Eq. (14) . The fitting surface of SMA asphalt mixture is shown in Fig. 13, and 
In statistics, the model's fitting degree is usually measured by the variance, the adjusted determination coefficient, and the standard deviation. That is shown in Table 8 .
The smaller the variance and the standard deviation, the better the surface fitting effect; the determination coefficient and the adjusted determination coefficient are close to 1, the fitting effect is better. It can be seen from Table 5 that the factor score surface fitting effect of AC, ATB and SMA asphalt pavement performance is good and reaches the high level of fitting effect evaluation. The fitting surface accurately represents the distribution of the factor score in a three factor space.
Verification analysis
The experimental data of the construction site laboratory are collected in the same project in Table 9 , taking them as the experimental verification data, repeat the steps of the analysis.
After the factor analysis, the factor scores of verification data are plotted in the scatter diagram as shown in Fig. 14 . The discrete points of the verification samples are distributed in the region of different asphalts mixtures, and meet the regional division of the original partition surface. That shows the distribution of different sets of features can be effectively used for the distribution of asphalt pavement performance.
Conclusions
Based on the factor analysis, the seven pavement performance indexes are reduced to three factors, which symbolize high temperature stability, durability and shearing resistance respectively. That laid the foundation for the analysis of the performance characteristics of asphalt mixture with different gradation. Following conclusions have been made from the current research:
(1) Based on the three scores of pavement performance for each sample, a 3D scattered point distribution chart was drawn. The performance of three asphalt mixtures showed distinct characteristics. There three scattered point distribution groups, independent of each other. That can be used to distinguish the pavement performance characteristics of asphalt mixture. (2) The split plane can be mapped on the 3D scattered point distribution chart and can be used to segment the area of three scattered point distribution groups. On the basis of fitting method, the formula of split plane can be developed, and the initial model of relationship in pavement performance indexes can be established. The factor score of the validation data is consistent with the model, which proves the model is valid. Unlike other studies, we visualize the results of the factor analysis. The distribution of scattered points is classified and the distribution space is fitted. They are taken as the characteristics' relation models. It is not a factor score, or a description, but the overall distribution to describe the pavement performance. With the deepening of the research, it may develop into four dimensions, five dimensions and so on. (3) Based on the number of characteristics and samples, the experimental data can only reflect the pavement performance of an asphalt mixture on a certain level. It is difficult to attain a higher accuracy of either the regional distribution map, or the pavement performance equation. If a larger data base were to be used in the factor analysis, a higher level of data and knowledge would be achieved. Through the long-term accumulation of data, both the data model of pavement performance relationship and the accuracy of model fitting will be gradually improved. (4) Different material compositions determine the different asphalt pavement performances, and different pavement performance indexes reflect the different characteristics of an asphalt mixture. By the method of factor analysis, the corresponding relationship between pavement performance and the composition of asphalt mixture can be discovered and emphasized.
